
Christianity is more than lifestyle. Indeed, a mistake that some Christians can make,
and those who don’t know the Lord may assume is the case, is to see Christian faith
as conforming to a certain lifestyle. That lifestyle, the one that those who don’t
know the Lord wrongly assume is what Christianity means, may include not
drinking alcohol, at least not much, probably not smoking, at least publicly, and not
fooling around outside of marriage. Those who don’t know the Lord assume it also
means going to church most Sundays and only swearing when angry or hurt, and
maybe a few other things. Lifestyle—that’s what religion means, to those who don’t
practice it.

Those who don’t know the Lord and who assume that religion, particularly
Christianity, means conforming to a certain lifestyle, can then critique the faith as
just another set of customs, just another human convention, just another social club.
And they would be right that if Christianity were just conforming to certain
behavioral expectations common among a certain group, then the faith wouldn’t be
anything special, nothing unique to distinguish itself from other behavior groups,
like singles or swingers, or oenophiles or ornithologists, or communists or
capitalists. We would just each choose our own group, consistent with the behaviors
that we find most fitting.

Yet Christianity, though it encourages behaviors, is not primarily a behavior-based
community. Nothing is wrong with behavior-based, lifestyle-based communities.
Americans, fiercely independent, always restless, frequently reinventing
themselves, tend to define one another by their activities, by how they behave,
rather than by what they think or where they are from. America has communities
for the young, communities for the elderly, and communities for golfers, runners,
horseback riders, and just about everything else. Christianity can look like another
one of those subcultures, another one of those social groupings that members define
by what they do and don’t do, especially when you take a specific church whose
members share strong affinities. But still, Christianity is not a lifestyle-based
practice. Christianity is not just like a bridge club or a hunting club or a society of
philatelists. As Romans 12:2 states, Christians do not conform to the world.

What, then, if not a lifestyle, is Christianity? Christianity is a faith, which in
Christianity’s case means that it defines itself by a relationship. Some faiths, some



religions, may define themselves more so by practice, perhaps whether one prays a
certain number of times a day in a certain orientation or posture, covers one’s head,
or takes a pilgrimage, or abstains from certain foods. Other faiths, other religions,
may define themselves more so by attitude, whether clearing the mind, letting go of
pain, imagining oneself as immaterial, seeking transcendence of body or even mind.
Christianity’s faith is not in practice or attitude but in the person, sacrifice, and
resurrection of Jesus Christ. Christianity’s faith is eternal, restored relationship with
God through Jesus Christ.

So, however Christianity may look, it does not define itself by looks. Rock stars
who are Christians have made careers among other non-Christian rock stars whose
behavior doesn’t look like what others assume is a Christian lifestyle. Yet those
Christian rocks stars are still wholly Christian when in right relationship with Jesus
Christ and, through him, God. They are no less Christian by not conforming in
behavior to how many other Christians behave, for instance, by not attending
church most Sundays, or simply by playing secular rock. Christians are new
creations in Christ, as 2 Corinthians 5:17 states, not conformists to what the world
expects.

Likewise, jazz artists who are Christians have made careers among other
non-Christian jazz artists whose behavior, whose lifestyle, doesn’t look like what
others assume is a Christian lifestyle. But they’re still Christians if in right
relationship with God through Jesus Christ. Hollywood stars, the same. Blackjack
dealers, the same. Circus performers, the same. Stuntmen and women, the same.
Racecar drivers, the same. And so on. Just because people conform to some, many,
or even all the social behaviors of a group that others don’t generally associate with
Christianity, doesn’t mean that those within the group who have close relationship
to God through Jesus Christ are not Christians.

The fact that Christianity is not a lifestyle works both ways, not only to include
Christians who are in right relationship with God through Jesus Christ even though
not having typical Christian behaviors (if typical behaviors in fact exist), but also to
exclude non-Christians who have no relationship with God because not in Jesus
Christ even though looking like typical Christians (if such things exist) in the way



that they behave. Relationship matters, not so much behaviors, except to the extent
that the behaviors give clues to the relationship.

Some people misunderstand what this difference between lifestyle and relationship
means. They think that because Christianity doesn’t necessarily produce the same
set of behaviors everywhere, that it makes no difference. Here’s the thing, though:
Christianity should produce self-control, reasonable restraint, but perhaps it has
produced restraint that the Christian rock star would not otherwise have had.
Christianity should produce gentleness, but perhaps it has produced gentleness that
the Christian bull rider would not otherwise have had. Christianity should produce
humility, but perhaps it has produced humility that the Christian Hollywood star
would not otherwise have had.

So, don’t assume who is or who is not Christian, based solely on lifestyle. The rich
can be Christian, as can the poor. The roustabout can be Christian, as can the skilled
engineer. The bar tender can be Christian, as is the missionary. The dancer can be
Christian, as is the monk. The happy grocer can be Christian, as is the penitent. The
cosmetologist can be Christian, as is the priest. Don’t make Christianity just another
lifestyle. It’s not. It’s more.


